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The stock market has, apparently, entered on a new phase. At the February 4 
intra-day high of 911.jg1, it had clearly reached the upside objective of the December-
January rally. Since that..time".for five weeks now, it has held in a narrow trading range 
of barely 2-1/2% between the 'February high and the Vietnam crisis low of 877.48. 

This phase has had a number of characteristics readily apparent to even the most 
casual observer. One is the continued good market breadth---advances outnumbered 
declines by a substantial margin in three out of February's four weeks. Another is 
increasing volun;.e - - -with the excepti·on of the last week 'in-FebruarY;'volume since 
February 1 has been greater than for any week since last September, The third obvious 
characteristic has been a dramatic shift in leadership away from the blue chips and into 
secondary and tertiary issues. This is, perhaps, one of the reasons that the averagE?s 
have done very little. In summary, the phase can be said to be characterized by a large 
number of advancing stocks but a sharp decline in the quality of those stocks. 

Oddly enough, all this has not been accompanied by any great fluctuations in the 
averages. The Dow has not built up sufficient base to indicate a major new high as yet 
nor is the potential top yet of significant magnitude to indicate a penetration of the strong 
support in the 880-870 range. This would indicate that the type of action mentioned above 
may be with us for a while longer. 

Accordingly, it becomes important to look);,or wO may next ensue. 
In this connection it is worthy ,)f note that the arks the end of the 
traditional year-end rally which began at the 15 10 850. 19 and now may be 
said to have ended at the February high. p'hlrti ut in many letters that the 

A downslde penetrahon of thlS low h r a <;!..il; wer market for the year two-thlrds 
thing to watch in ,t 11 the December,low. 

of the time since 1897. In 0 s 'e to improve on the forecasting 

of the December low n . example, a strong rally, advancing 10 % or more 
from the low and i 0 e February Or March, makes it unlikely that the 

As an example, the 1961, 1963, and 1964 year-end rallies 
approximated 10 % an lnued well into Fel:>ruary or beyond. The 1960 and 1962 year-
end rallies were les an 5% and topped out early. Indeed, in 1962 the rally topped out 
on the first day of the year, and the December low was broken in the first week in January. 

Unfortunately, 19"65 presents a middle ground. The rally continued for about a 
month, about the mean for all such rallies in this century. The advance was 61 points in 
the Dow or a little over 7 %. Rallies of this magnitude have generally indicated an upward 
market in recent years, but, if the price history going all the way back to 1897 is studied, 
the conclusion becomes less certain. 

Again, even at this late date, the December low becomes an important figure to 
watch. A decline_tS' this Jigure would have a significance not only from a year-end-rally 
point of view but from a number of others. It would also indicate a downside penetration 
of the decisive support level mentioned above and of the trading range which has contained 
the market since mid September. It would also decisively penetrate the present level of 
the 200-day moving average. 

The ability, therefore, to hold above the 880-870 support continues to be 
constructive insofar as the present market is concerned. Inability to continue the present 
rally followed by'a decline into the support, accompanied by deteriorating breadth and 
volume, would be viewed with some alarm. 

Dow-Jones Ind. - 900.33 
Dow-Jones Rails - 213.08 
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